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Born in a small town in northern Indiana in 1971, Sofia Samatar is the author of the forthcoming memoir The White Mosque (Catapult Books, 2022). Her first novel, A Stranger in Olondria, for which she ...
On Fantasy and the Poetry of the Past: An Interview with Sofia Samatar
At the same time, classical images and symbols of Islamic poetry from Persian and Arabic traditions are also incorporated in Iqbal's poems, where ... colonization, and all forms of imperial domination ...
Modern Poetry of Pakistan: An Introduction
I was a student of English literature – searching out novels, poetry collections ... who’s writing me a poem – [whether] it is a poem of death or a poem of life, all I do during this ...
‘As the bombs fall, I write’: The poets of Gaza
It is written from right to left like Arabic and Persian and in the same script ... People still gather in large numbers to listen to poets read their poems for long hours, sometimes all night. A ...
Urdu Poetry and the The Masnavi Tradition
The second part of her poem begins: We praise you. We idolize you. We are all Peshmerga ... or books, of Arabic poetry from Mutannabi Street, a street renowned over the centuries for housing ...
Shubbak festival: Celebrating a decade of contemporary Arab culture
I have lost so many poems to deadlines and to precious moments with my children, for example.” The debate between writing poetry in the vernacular or in classical Arabic, or in rule-bound ...
Amin Haddad: Do What You Will
Each year Canada’s Griffin Prize celebrates poets and ... and all the abstractions and desires for objective certainties it brings with it. I started reading poems at a very young age, thanks ...
Poetry lovers — thoughts on the power of poetry from the 2021 Griffin Prize finalists
Iraqi poets Omar al-Jaffal and Adnan al-Sayegh ... of expression in Iraq in the post-2003 era in one of his poems, translated from Arabic to English, called Forming. Sayegh said that those ...
'We live with death': Iraqi poets on loss, grief and hope
and poets made an important contribution to the Arabic language and literature by writing books and numerous essays.” By 1950, other Iraqi Jews and I were faced with the revocation of ...
Letter from a forgotten Jew
Beyond all of this talk about language, though, she, more importantly, also manages to reveal the vulnerability in the relationships between the figures inhabiting her poems. That is to say, she deals ...
Poet’s Sampler: Rasheeda Plenty
In classical Chinese, Arabic and Persian poetry, calligraphy connects the verbal ... Turner winner Lubaina Himid’s poster, or painting, or poem that says “Lost Songs: Can We Ever Reclaim ...
Poet Slash Artist review – if this show is art’s future, it looks good to me
The podcast “Poetry for All” aims to make poetry more accessible for both longtime lovers of the medium and those who haven't read a poem since high school.
'Poetry For All' Wants To Help You Find Poetry That Speaks To You
The itinerary for this unconventional journey, officially called Poetry in Song, was created by a band of young musicians, all enrolled in Mark Vance ... poet Zakia el-Marmouke — a poem translated ...
Poetry in Song: An imaginative musical journey with InConcert Sierra
“I have won prizes in poetry and story writing ... I wrote a few poems and stories after getting inspiration from reading books. All the works in My Journey were written during the period ...
Lockdown inspires a book of beautiful words
For the awards, BBC chose to feature Aatini Al Naya Wa Ghanni (Give Me the Flute and Sing) from Said's 17-track debut album which "connects three cultures and languages – Arabic, French, ...
Egyptian soprano Fatma Said among nominees for BBC Music Magazine awards
It is true that before British rule, India was starting to fall behind other parts of the world – but many of the arguments defending the Raj are based on serious misconceptions about India’s ...
Illusions of empire: Amartya Sen on what British rule really did for India
It usually plays a mix of “romanceros” (narrative ballad poems), “kantikas” (poetic ... North African Arabic, Turkish, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Portuguese, and French,” said Matilde.
This duo has run a radio show on Sephardi Jewish culture for 35 years
It usually plays a mix of “romanceros” (narrative ballad poems), “kantikas” (poetic ... North African Arabic, Turkish, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Portuguese, and French,” said Matilde.
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